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Abstract

Spoken dialogue systems (SDSs) can be used
to operate devices, e.g. in the automotive en-
vironment. People using these systems usually
have different levels of experience. However,
most systems do not take this into account. In
this paper we present a method to build a di-
alogue system in an automotive environment
that adapts to the user’s experience with the
system. We implemented the adaptation in a
prototype and carried out exhaustive tests. Our
usability tests show that adaptation increases
both user performance and user satisfaction.

1 Introduction

Since the first in-car SDSs appeared in the late nineties
(Heisterkamp (2001); Haller (2003)), a lot of research
has been carried out to make these systems adapt-
able: Cnossen et al. (2004) and Piechulla et al. (2003)
investigated the task demand on user attention;
Mourant et al. (2001) did research on the influence of
age on user behaviour; Rogers et al. (2000) investigated
the adaptation of in-car information services to user pref-
erences; the main research focus of Akyol et al. (2001)
and Libuda (2001) was on clarification dialogues and
how to deal with errors. In these studies emphasis was on
other factors than the user’s knowledge about the system,
thus we chose that as our basis for adapting the dialogue
system’s behaviour.

A dialogue system that behaves in the same way for
all users, in spite of their different degree of experience,
will, for neither of them, be a truly usable interface (Wu,
2000). Users who have little or no experience with a di-
alogue system will have different priorities, expectations
and needs than experienced ones. Because novices know
little about a system, they will need a kind of tutorial to
learn how it works. A further help for these users should
consist of detailed confirmation of the actions triggered

by their voice commands. Experts will want to accom-
plish the desired tasks quickly and straightforward. Such
users need little guidance and the confirmation prompts
should be short or could be left out completely. A solu-
tion to this dilemma is often the development of systems
that are very easy for novices, but not very effective there-
after (Landauer, 1997). Ideally, the system should be able
to recognize the degree of expertise of the user and adapt
to it (Nielsen, 1993). Only in such a way it can provide
at all times and for all users a maximum performance and
user satisfaction.

Based on these observations, we developed a system
that adapts its prompts as users become more experi-
enced. The adaptation is done at the textual level, i.e. ex-
clusively the information content of the system prompts
is adapted, but neither dialogue strategy nor functional
range.

Our speech interface was implemented as part of
BMW’s iDrive system (Haller, 2003). In addition to
speech, iDrive has a manual-visual interface with a cen-
tral input device in the centre console (controller, see fig-
ure 1) and a central display in the centre column (see fig-
ure 2). When users operate the controller (turn left and
right, push in four directions and press down), they re-
ceive visual feedback on the display.

 
Figure 1: Controller and PTT-button

Over the speech channel, users can operate tasks in the
areas entertainment, navigation, communication and cli-
mate control. Users activate the ASR with a push-to-talk
(PTT) button on the steering wheel or in the middle con-
sole near the controller. The dialogue style is command
and control as illustrated in tables 1 and 3 (p. 4). Users
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Figure 2: Display Control

can ask for help (general characteristics of the SDS) or
for options (in the current dialogue state available voice
commands). In the prototype we have implemented addi-
tional. They are discussed in Hassel and Hagen (2005)

Novice Expert
user: Entertainment. user: Entertainment.
system: Entertainment. You can

say AM, FM, or CD.
system: Entertainment.

user: Choose CD. user: Choose CD.
system: Say a CD number system: Number?
user: Unintelligible. user: Unintelligible.
system: I could not understand

you, repeat.
system: Pardon me?

Table 1: Novice and Expert Prompts

The iDrive SDS is currently configured for ca. 3000
words and phrases. For our experiments, we used the
German version. In Hassel and Hagen (2005) we de-
scribe the experiments in detail. For further information
about iDrive see Hagen et al. (2004).

In section 2, we introduce our method for classifying
users. We then explained the proposed adaptation (sec-
tion 3) and report the effects on usability (section 4).

2 Classification of the Users
The overall goal for our work is to increase user satisfac-
tion and efficiency with the speech interface. One vehicle
to achieve this goal is to account for the user’s experience
with the SDSs. We assume that experts need and want
less guidance than novices. In a SDS, this aspect can eas-
ily be conveyed at the textual level, as table 1 shows. Cur-
rently, we are using only the two categories, novice and
expert, but the concept easily allows for the inclusion of
intermediate ones. Future work will address the optimal
number of categories needed.

2.1 Adaptation Concept
Adaptation should happen unnoticed in the background
without interfering with the problem solving task (and the
driving!) (Rogers et al., 2000). We developed a concept
that unobtrusively analyses the user’s behaviour while in-
teracting with the system. After every interaction, the

system assigns users a category in a range between novice
and expert. This categorisation accounts for every task
separately, i.e. users can be experts at telephone tasks
(e.g. dialing a telephone number) but novices at navi-
gation tasks (e.g. changing the map). In this way, the
system can account not only for different global levels of
experience, but also for different patterns of use. For the
calculation of the user category for a given task, we cal-
culate a user model in terms of a vector ~UM using the
following parameters:

Parameter Meaning
# help requests, h Users asked for general information

about the system
# option requests, o Users asked for the currently avail-

able voice commands
# timeouts, t The system did not get any acoustic

signal
# ASR-failure, e The system could not understand

the users input, e.g. OOV words or
unintelligible speech

Relative use freq.,
Hr = |task t|

|interactions|

How often users activated task t in
relation to all other performed tasks

Mean response time,
Tm

How long users needed to answer,
also known as onset time

Confidence measure,
K

How reliable the speech recognition
was

The user model ~UM is updated after every interaction,
and it is the basis for calculating the user’s current posi-
tion on the expertise scale. The process is illustrated in
figure 3. ~UM is multiplied with a weight vector ~UMref

representing the importance of each component of ~UM .
The scalar product ∆UM is compared to a threshold value
s. If ∆UM > s, users behave as novices, if ∆UM ≤ s,
they behave as experts.

Expert  Novice

Comparison function
• Elapsed time since the last interaction 
(forgetting curve)
• Function family (learning by analogy)
• How often was the user asigned the 
same category? ("Rich-Heurism")

Threshold 
value

s
UM

User model
UM

Weight vector
UMref

product

UM

Figure 3: Calculation of the User Category

A user is categorised for the actual task. When he/she
calls this task again, the system responds with the appro-
priate prompt - for novice or expert. Table 1 shows three
examples for system responses for experts and novices.



The comparison function takes three values as input:
∆UM (see above), s, and chance behaviour. The thresh-
old value s accounts for people’s ability to learn by anal-
ogy (section 2.2) and for the fact that people tend to for-
get new acquired knowledge quickly (section 2.3). A
heurism makes sure that wrong category assignments due
entirely to chance behaviour are avoided (section 2.4).

2.2 Task Families
Our domain consists of many similar tasks (e.g., the com-
mand ”play” in the CD and DVD menu), thus we include
peoples’s ability to learn by analogy into our modification
of s. We assume that when users know how a particular
task works, they will learn the use of a similar task faster
and in an easier way than the use of a completely different
task. Thus, we have grouped the system tasks in families,
according to their similarity. Table 2 shows an example
for a possible task family, setMusic.

Speech Command Family
play setMusic
scan setMusic
repeat setMusic
random setMusic

Table 2: The setMusic Family in the Entertainment Menu

Users are classified as novice or expert for each task
in a family. When a user calls a task of a family, the
category assignment depends on the status of the other
tasks in this family, i.e. if a user is already classified as
experts for other tasks in that family, then s is reduced. If
users are classified as experts for more than 50% of the
tasks of that family, they are then classified as experts for
all tasks in that family.

2.3 Elapsed Time since the Last Interaction
People tend to forget newly acquired knowledge rapidly,
unless they revise it frequently, until it becomes part of
long term memory (Edelmann, 1996). The influence of
these psychological insights on the learning behaviour of
the users is incorporated into the adaptation concept by
adapting the threshold value s to the elapsed time be-
tween interactions. The more time elapses since the last
interaction the faster users are assigned novice status, i.e.
s is reduced.

The real value of this factor could not be evaluated
since our tests only lasted 45 min. We need long term
evaluations to elicit the time after which we can assume
users to have forgotten the voice commands. The alter-
nating forgetting and learning periods give rise to a for-
getting behaviour that can be described with a differential
equation. The reason is that the intervals during which
people forget a certain percentage of the commands be-
come longer over the time because the acquired knowl-

edge becomes gradually part of the long term memory.
One should bear in mind these reflections when evaluat-
ing the elapsed time factor.

2.4 Chance Behaviour

We included a heurism in order to account for user be-
haviour produced by chance: After a prediction of the
user model, look for positive/negative verification for this
prediction in the next interaction (Rich, 1979). We fulfil
this claim as follows: The comparison function has to
yield three times the same result for a certain task be-
fore users are assigned another category. That is, if users
have novice status for the task t, they have to behave three
times as experts before the system assigns them expert
status for t. Doing so, the probability that the system cat-
egorizes users in a category only by chance is minimized.

Although we could not colletc empirical data for the
use of a threefold cycle, the results of our tests indicate
that 3 is a good choice. 41% of the reference test subjects
(TSA) agreed with the statement ”lists with options are
too long”, but only 10% of the prototype users (TSB)
did. TSA had to ask explicitly for options; TSB (with
novice status) were told the options wihtout asking for
them. Bearing in mind this difference and the answers
mentioned above, we conclude that, at the beginning, the
repetition of the options is necessary and that the chosen
three times is not too much.

3 Adaptation of the System Prompts

The difference between system prompts for novices and
for experts is mainly their explicitness, e.g. while for
novices the SDS mentions the available voice commands
without waiting for users to ask, experts have to explicitly
ask for them (see table 3). Long and informative prompts
would be in the long run annoying to frequent users.

The different system utterances were analysed with
respect to the information they convey to users and
assigned a DAMSL-category (Core and Allen (1997);
Allen and Core (1997)). Depending on the semantics
they transmit, the information can be presented in dif-
ferent ways (cf. table 3). To this end, we rely on the no-
tion of Grice’s conversational implicatures, and the basic
principles for their calculation: cooperation principle and
conversational maxims (Clark, 1997).

Contributions conveying conventional meaning do not
necessarily need linguistic signals. For experts, Open-
ings and Closings can be performed by tones, and a
Signal-understanding confirming an action requirement
like ”play CD” can indirectly be accomplished by play-
ing the CD. Contrarily, Signal-understanding confirm-
ing a dialogue state transition, e.g. ”entertainment”,
needs linguistic signals to express the confirmation. For
novices, these utterances can be completed with the avail-



Utterance Type Novice Expert
user: <PTT> (Action-directive) user: <PTT>

Opening/Closing system: Speech input <Tone A> /
Speech input terminated <Tone B>

system: <Tone A> /
<Tone B>

user: Play CD. (Action-directive) user: Play CD.
Signal-understanding system: CD is being played. system: <Music is heard>

user: Entertainment. (Action-directive) user: Entertainment.
Signal-understanding
(+ Open-option)

system: Entertainment. Say AM, FM, CD or DVD. system: Entertainment.

user: Destination input. (Action-directive) user: Destination input.
Assert system: This task is currently not available. system: Currently not available.

user: Select CD. (Action-directive) user: Select CD.
(Assert +) Action-directive system: CD slot is empty. Insert a CD. system: Insert CD.

user: <Not recognised> user: <Not recognised>
(Signal-non-understanding +)
Action-directive

system: I could not understand you, repeat. system: Pardon me?

user: <Not recognised> user: <Not recognised>
Signal-non-understanding +
Open-option

system: For general information say help, for avail-
able commands say options.

system: You can ask for help or op-
tions.

Table 3: Classification of the System Utterances: Examples

able voice commands to help the user to carry on with the
dialogue.

An assertion cannot be completely replaced by non-
linguistic signals. This kind of prompt can be expressed
in a less verbose manner or, at the most, be inferred from
another prompt type through implicature. A example for
the use of implicature in expert prompts is the combina-
tion of Assert and Action-directive, e.g. users can deduce
from the directive ”Insert a CD” the assertion ”‘CD slot
is empty”’.

Signal-non-understandings could also be replaced by a
non-linguistic signal. However, a beep may not fulfil the
maxim of quantity (= make your contribution as informa-
tive as is required), since a tone alone may not be enough
to indicate users what to do next. Besides, it may not
fulfil the maxim of manner (= avoid obscurity of expres-
sion and ambiguity) because it might be difficult for the
driver to discern between Signal-non-understanding and
Signal-understanding tones. Therefore, we decided to ex-
press non-understanding using utterances like an Action-
directive, e.g. asking users to repeat the last utterance.

Table 3 summarizes these examples. The system
prompts type is given in the first column. Prompt types
set in brackets were left out for expert prompts. The type
of the user’s utterances is set in brackets.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we described the classification of users be-
tween beginner and expert, and the adaptation of the sys-
tem prompts to the calculated user expertise. The adap-
tation was assessed in a real driving situation in two test
series (reference system and prototype). The evaluation
showed that adaptation contributes significantly to en-

hance the usability of the SDS.
The comparison of prototype and reference system

showed that adaptation contributed to improve the usabil-
ity. Users of the prototype needed both less time and turns
to complete the tasks than users of the reference system.
TSA needed on average 62.1 sec to complete a task, and
TSB 47.0 sec. TSA needed on average 8.7 turns to com-
plete a task, and TSB 6.9 turns. Furthermore, 77% of
the TSB declared that options should be prompted af-
ter every system utterance, at least at the beginning, but
only 27% of the TSA agreed with that. While users that
did not try adaptation were sceptic about it, the ones that
tested adaptation wanted to have it afterwards.

User satisfaction and task success provided further ev-
idence in favour of adaptation. User satisfaction was
higher for the prototype, and while TSB could complete
94% of the tasks, TSA could complete only 81% of them.
Moreover, TSB requested options only 1

5 of the times
TSA did. In general, users found the enumeration of the
available options a good means to learn the systems, but
in the long run the enumeration would be tedious. There-
fore and because they knew they could asked for options
and help, TSB approved of adaptation.

In automotive environment it is important that users
keep their eyes on the road. 68% of the TSB did (almost)
not look at the display, in contrast to only 45% of the
TSA. This can be interpreted as a sign that TSB knew
what to say without having to look at the display, and that
they realized how comfortable it is to have the available
voice commands read, at least until they are known.

According to Nielsen (1993), systems designed for
novices should be easy to learn, i.e. the learning curve
should be very steep at the beginning. Our test showed
that TSB reached soon the asymptote of the curve be-



cause they learned very fast how to use our prototype.
The system prompts for novices served their purpose.
We could confirme that the initial part of the learning
curve for the prototype’s users corresponds to the recom-
mended shape.

Systems designed for experts are hard to learn but
highly efficient, i.e. the learning curve is even at the be-
ginning (Nielsen, 1993). TSA learned by trial and er-
ror that they can speak the tasks they want to activate
directly, leaving out the nodes between, that is, the ref-
erence system fullfils this claim. The next question is if
our prototype would also fulfill the requirements stated
by Nielsen (1993) for experts. The prompts of system
B for experts turn quite the same as those of system A,
this improves the efficiency. Furthermore, the prototype
offers users a ”suggestion” feature (Hassel and Hagen,
2005) to learn better ways of completing a task. Long
term experiments still have to show if system B displays a
typical expert learning curve over the time. Besides, fur-
ther tests have to be done to confirm these assumptions
also for elderly people.
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